Creative (Art, DT, Music, Dance)

Humanities (History, Geography)

Science

Art
In art this term, we will be looking at the works of Thomas
Mcguiness and his style of painting. We will be looking how art
was used in War Propoganda posters.

History
In this term we will be looking at World War 2. We will be
looking at how the war affected children in cities. We will look
at the causes of the war. We will study a major figure from the
war and look at the Holocaust through the diaries of Anne
Frank.

To start the year, we will be studying the Solar system and the
planets. We will research the planets and the Sun. We will be
looking at the planet earth and why we have the seasons and
night and day. The children will produce a magazine for children
on the subject.

DT
This term, we will be designing, making and evaluating a model
bridge. We will be looking at different structures of bridges.

SMSC

Music
We will be studying war time songs and look at the lyrics they
used.
We will compose and write lyrics for a world war 2 song.

PE
The children will go swimming where they will learn and perform
safe self-rescue in different water based situations. They will
practise and use a range of strokes effectively, for example,
front crawl, backstroke and breaststroke.
Through our partnership with the SSP, children will play
invasion games.

MFL
This term, we will be learning a new language, Spanish. During the
first half term, we will be learning new key vocabulary.

Computing
In this term, children will explore the importance of E-Safety
looking specifically at passwords and online communication.
Also, this term children will be given the opportunity to create
simple animations using scratch including creating characters
and speech.

Autumn 1

This term we will be looking a range of key events in the diary. To
celebrate these we will be looking at a range of pictures and books
to discuss their effects on the World.

Books/resources/films/music/visits/visitors/role play etc
RE

Friend or Foe
Warning of the Curious BFI
One Winter’s Night

We will be looking at the Northern Saints and how they influence
through their actions. We will look at what qualities Saints have
and look at why they were made saints.

English
This term, we are going to be writing across a range of genres
including descriptions, narratives, speeches and letters. We will
be concentrating on adding key vocabulary and grammar in our
writing.
Basic Skills
We will start the term by looking at nouns, determiners, noun
phrases, verbs, adverbs, adverbials and verb forms to consolidate
our learning.
Reading
This term, we will be reading a range of fiction and non-fiction
texts. We will use these texts to answer a range of retrieval,
inference and vocabulary questions.

Websites

Related UNCRC Articles

Times Table Rockstars - https://ttrockstars.com/

Articles – 2, 3, 28, 29 and 31

Maths
Mental
There will be a focus on consolidating our multiplication, division,
addition and subtraction knowledge through a range of activities.
Main
There will be a focus on consolidating our place value knowledge.
We will be identifying the value of digits in a range of numbers,
ordering numbers including numbers with up to three decimal
places, rounding and times and dividing a range of numbers by 10,
100 and 1000.

